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ESTABLISHING APPLICATION-BASED ROUTING POLICIES

IN MULTI-MODE USER EQUIPMENT

PRIORITY CLAIM

[0001] This application claims the benefit of priority to United States Patent

Application Serial Number 13/71 1,338, filed on December 11, 2012, which

claims the benefit of priority to United States Provisional Patent Application

Serial Number 61/679,627, filed on August 3, 2012, both of which are hereby

incorporated by reference in their entireties.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[00Θ2] Embodiments pertain to operations and communications performed by

communicating devices in wireless networks. Some embodiments relate to

device information and routing policies established for data communications

facilitated by a wireless network.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Carrier-based wireless communication networks, such as networks

operating according to a standard from the 3GPP Long Term Evolution/Long

Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE/LTE-A) standards family, deploy mechanisms

to assist the discovery and management of network policies. In LTE/LTE-A

networks, one such technique involves the use of Access Network Discover}'

Function (ANDSF) rules and policies within an evolved packet core (EPC) of

the LTE/LTE-A system architecture. For example, ANDSF rules and policies

may be specified for multi-mode user equipment (UEs) to discover non-3GPP

access networks, and assist multi-mode UEs to establish a connection to a Wi-Fi

wireless local area network (WLAN) (e.g., a network operating according to an

IEEE 802.1 standard) or a WiMax wireless wide area network (e.g., a network

operating according to an IEEE 802.16 standard). However, existing policies do

not address application-specific requirements or device-specific capabilities.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004] FIG. 1 illustrates a configuration of a mixed-mode communication

network architecture according to a further described example.

[0005] FIG. 2 illustrates data operations with a mixed-mode user equipment

device according to a further described example.

[0006] FIG. 3 illustrates an ANDSF management object including a user

profile configuration sub-object according to a further described example.

[0007] FIG. 4A illustrates an SRP flow-based policy node of an ANDSF

management object including an application-specific configuration according to

a further described example.

[00 8] FIG. 4B illustrates an ISRP non-seamless offload-based policy node of

an ANDSF management object including an application-specific configuration

according to a further described example.

[0009] FIG. 5 illustrates a user profile node of an ANDSF management object

according to a further described example.

[0010] FIG. 6 illustrates a flowchart of an example method for establishing

and deploying an application-identifying ANDSF policy according to a further

described example.

[00 ] FIG. 7 illustrates an example mobile device on which the

configurations and techniques described herein may be deployed.

[0012] FIG. 8 illustrates an example computer system that may be used as a

computing platform for the computing and network communication devices

described herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0013] The following description and the drawings sufficiently illustrate

specific embodiments to enable those skilled in the art to practice them. Other

embodiments may incorporate structural, logical, electrical, process, and other

changes. Portions and features of some embodiments maybe included in, or

substituted for, those of other embodiments. Embodiments set forth in the

claims encompass all available equivalents of those claims.

[0014] Various techniques and configurations described herein enable the

creation and operation of ANDSF-based policies that may be deployed to



address specific device/network implementations and offloading use cases. The

information factored within ANDSF policies may include application- and

device-specific configurations, including device type, hardware version,

operating system type and version, software application type and version, and

like UE configuration details. These UE configuration details may be used to

establish and deploy a specific inter-system routing policy (ISRP) for control of

traffic routing and mobility among the applications installed within the UE.

[0015] In an LTE/LTE-A system configuration, an ANDSF server may

provide: an inter-system mobility policy used for assisting handover decisions;

an ISRP for routing IP traffic simultaneously over multiple radio access

interfaces; and discovery information for indicating non-3GPP access networks

that may be available in the vicinity of the UE to assist the UE in connecting to

such networks. Several different policies can be specified as part of ISRP for IP

Flow Mobi lity offloading techniques.

[0016] As an example of traffic routing and mobility certain applications

capable of communication over multiple wireless network interfaces in a multi-

mode user equipment (such as WLAN and Cellular) may choose to route all

traffic over one interface (WLAN) versus another. ANDSF-based policies are

controlled by a carrier network operator and are intended to compliment such

scenarios, with rule-based management of network offloading. ANDSF

mechanisms may be used to deliver policies and policy information to UEs on

behalf of operators for a variety of reasons and situations, such as managing

offloading and network access at certain times of day, in certain areas, or for

certain flows.

[0017] However, current ANDSF-based policies do not provide mechanisms

to adequately address application- specific preferences and policies. For

example, a video-based application may choose use of a WLAN connection,

whereas a voice application may choose use of a cellular connection. Further,

the preferences and policies used to perform offloading may be dependent on the

particular version or configuration of the UE, and whether flow-based or non-

seamless offloading is desired or allowed for particular applications.

[0018] In one example, various Data Identification fields are proposed for use

with the ANDSF management object (MO), including the addition of various



Application Identifiers at the ANDSF server to allow an 8RP to support traffic

identification based on an application identity. Current updates to ISRP enable

the increased use and handling of application identity as an identification of IP

traffic. Relevant information used to determine an appropriate application

identity not only includes the particular application version or application

configuration, but also related fields including the UE version, UE platform and

hardware configuration, UE operating system, and the like. The presently

described data configurations and exchange mechanisms therefore enable the

communication of a detailed application identity an associated data handling

policies and procedures.

[0019] FIG. 1 provides an illustration of an example configuration of a

mixed-mode communication network architecture 00. Within the network

architecture 100, a carrier-based network (e.g., a LTE/'LTE-A ceil network

operating according to a standard from a 3GPP standards family) is established

by a carrier-based network system 02 (e.g., an evolved NodeB (eNodeB)

establishing a cellular network) communicating with multi-mode mobile devices

(UEs) 104A, 104B. A local area-based network system 106 (e.g., a WiFi

network operating according to a standard from an IEEE 802.1 standards

family) may be established by local network equipment including a WiFi router

or access point. The carrier-based network includes network connections 108 A,

108B to the mobile devices 104A, 104B, respective!)'; and the local-area based

network includes network connections 10A, 10B to the mobile devices 04A,

4B respectively. The mobile devices 104A, 104B are illustrated as

conforming to different form factors, including a smartphone (mobile device

104A) and a personal computer (mobile device 104B) having an integrated or

external wireless network communication device, although it wil be understood

that the same or other form factors may be used.

[0020] Wireless network communication connections 108A, 108B, OA,

110B among the various mobile devices 104A, 104B may be facilitated using

either the carrier-based network system 02 or the local area-based network

system 106 in connection with the deployment of various offloading policies and

preferences. The offloading policies and preferences may be communicating

using one or more ANDSF policy(s) 120, communicated from an ANDSF server



4 via the carrier-based network system 102 (and network connections 108A,

108B).

[00 ] The ANDSF server 114 may be facilitated within a service provider

network 112 of the carrier network. The service provider network 112 may

include various components of an Evolved Packet Core (EPC) and other

components of the 3GPP LTE/LTE-A network, including various sendees 118

and a P-GW (Packet Data Network (PDN) Gateway) 116. Data traffic offloaded

to the local area-based network system 106 may be communicated back to the

sendee provider network 112 through a connection with the P-GW 16. Thus,

wireless network communications offloaded to another network architecture

(wireless network connections 110A, HOB) may be used to access functionality

of the service provider network 12.

[0022] FIG. 2 provides an illustration of example data operations 200 with a

mixed-mode user equipment device (mobile device 104C) performed in

connection with the mixed-mode communication network architecture 100 of

FIG. 1. As shown in FIG. 2, the mobile device 104C is configured to perform

communications of 3GPP network data 206 with the carrier-based network

system 102, to an external network (such as the internet) 122; and the mobile

device 104C is also configured to perform communications of non-3GPP

network data 208 with the local area network system 106, to the external

network 122.

[0023] The mobile device 104C is depicted as communicating data with a

first software application "App 1" in the 3GPP network data 206, and with a

second application "App 2" in the non-3GPP network data 208. The deployment

of data from the various software applications to the appropriate network is

facilitated in connection with an ISRP policy 204 including one or more

application policies 204A provided from the ANDSF server 114. The mobile

device 104C is configured to implement the ISRP policy 204 to specify IP flow

mobility applications, based on application identifiers (such as an indication of

App 1 versus App 2).

[0024] The particular application identifiers and set of application policies

204A in the ISRP policy 204 are communicated to the mobile device 104C

within an ANDSF MO from the ANDSF server 14 received via the non-



offloaded (e.g., 3GPP LTE/LTE-A) network. The ANDSF MO ay be

structured in an extensible Markup Language (XML) format, and may be pulled

from or pushed to the mobile device 104C. To determine the appropriate

application policies to deploy in the ISRP policy 204, information on the UE and

appropriate applications may be communicated to the ANDSF server 1 4 . In

one example, a UE profile 202 having appropriate UE and application

information 202A is also communicated in the ANDSF MO to the ANDSF

server 4 .

[0025] Use of the application policies 204A in a deployed ISRP policy 204

may be used to address an application 's network usage at the UE. The

application policies 204A may be customized to a wide variety of network usage

cases and scenarios, and include rules for conducting a specific access or set of

accesses from an identified application to a chosen network or network type.

For example, consider video codec playback in a multimedia playback

application. In some scenarios, the UE may play low-quality video that has a

preference for being downloaded from a 3GPP access network. If high quality

playback in a high definition or higher resolution format is desired, the

preference may be to have the application use a Wi-Fi or other secondary

wireless network. The application policies 204A may be used to identify the

application uniquely, and associate the application with access type rules based

on carrier network requirements and preferences

[0026] FIG. 3 provides an example illustration 300 of an ANDSF MO

formatted structured node object 302, having a series of a structured sub-objects

including a user profile configuration sub-object. The structured sub-objects of

the structured node object 302 may be defined for compliance with a particular

specification (e.g., a 3GPP LTE/LTE-A specification) and may include: a Policy

node sub-object 304 defining a policy node tree 304A; a Discoverylnformation

node sub-object 306 defining a discovery information node tree 306A; a

UE [ ocation node sub-object 308 defining a user equipment location node tree

308A; an ISRP node sub-object 3 0 defining an ISRP node tree 3 10A; the

UE Profile node sub-object 3 2 defining a UE Profile node tree 312A (further

illustrated in FIG. 5); and an Ext node sub-object 3 4 providing a potential

definition for vendor specific information.



[0027] The modification to the ANDSF MO to specify and deploy

application-based routing policies may be provided in connection with two

aspects: first, a definition in the UEJProfile node tree 2A containing the

specific UE hardware configuration, operating system, operating system version

information, and other UE operating information; and second, a definition of an

Applicationid leaf, defmed for deployment in the ISRP node tree 3 OA as further

described herein (and illustrated in node trees 400, 450 in FIGS. 4A and 4B

respectively).

[0028] The definition in the UE Profile node tree 3 2A may be use to

communicate general UE and application operation information, via the ANDSF

MO as illustrated in the UE profile 202 communicated in FIG. 2 . A node

specifying the Applicationid for specific application policies is used in the

ANDSF MO, deployed in an ISRP for both flow-based and for non-seamless-

WLAN -off!oad mechani sms .

[0029] FIGS. 4A and 4B provide example illustrations of ISRP policy node

structures for an ANDSF management object, for a flow-based policy node tree

400 and a non-seamless offload policy node tree 450 respectively. An ISRP rule

set can contain one or more flow distribution containers, including a

ForFlowBased node 402 for an IP F ow Mobility and Seamless Offload (IFOM)

service as shown in FIG. 4A, and a ForNonSeamlessOffload node 452 for a

Non-seamless Offload service as shown in FIG. 4B.

[0030] The ISRP node branches specify a mechanism to identify the traffic

generated by a specific application. The flow distribution container can have

one or more flow distribution rules. In the ForFlowBased node 402 for an IFOM

service as shown in FIG. 4A, these distribution rules include traffic distribution

rules for UEs in connection with an IFOM offloading mechanism. I the

ForNonSeamlessOffload node 452 for the Non-seamless Offload as shown in

FIG. 4B, these distribution rules include traffic distribution for UEs in

connection with a non-seamless offloading mechanism

[003 In one example, ISRP nodes are defined for use under the

ForFlowBased node 402, in connection with definitions for App-ID node 404,

Platform node 406, PlatformApps node 408, and Platform_specificAppID node

4 0. The definition of these nodes may be provided as follows:



Node: <X>/ISRP/<X>/ForFlowBased/<X>/IPFiow/<X>/App-ID

This interior node acts as a placeholder for an IPFlow

identification mechanism through an application identifier. The

absence of this node may be used to indicate that the application

identifier is not examined when matching packets against the IP

flow description of the rule.

- Occurrence: ZeroOrOne

[0035] - Format: node

[0036] - Access Types: Get, Replace

[0037] Node: <X>/ISRP/<X>/ForFlowBased/<X>/IPFlow/<X>/App-

This interior node acts as a placeholder for one or more platform

configurations supported by the UE based on the information

contained in the UE_Profile node.

- Occurrence: OneOrMore

- Format: node

- Access Types: Get, Replace

Node: <X>/ISRP/<X>/ForFlowBased/<X>/IPFlow/<X>/App-ID/

<X>/Platform

[0044] The Platform leaf indicates the platform that is associated with

the application identifier contained in the corresponding

Platform specificAppID leaf.

- Occurrence: One

- Format: chr

[0047] - Access Types: Get, Replace

- Values: <Platform>

The value of the Platform identifier is a string that specifies the

operating system or execution environment along with the

corresponding version information and the hardware architecture

of the UE. Further definition may be provided for the format and

values of the Platform identifier.

[0 5Θ] Node: <X>/ISRP/<X>/ForFlowBased/<X>/IPFlow/<X>/App-

ID/<X>/PlatformApps/



[0051] This interior node acts as a placeholder for one or more

Platform specificAppID leaf.

[0052] - Occurrence: One

[0053] - Format: node

[0054] - Access Types: Get, Replace

[0055] Node: <X>/ISRP/<X>/ForFlowBased/<X>/IPFlow/<X>/App-

ID/<X>/PlatformApps/<X>

[0056] This interior node acts as a placeholder for one or more

Platform specificAppID leaf(s).

[0057] - Occurrence: OneOrMore

[0058] - Format: node

[0059] - Access Types: Get, Replace

[0060] Node: <X>/ISRP/<X>/ForFlowBased/<X>/IPFlow/<X>/App-

I) X> Plat on Apps X Ρ Ι ο ητ ι_ ρ Α ρ ρ )

[0061] The Platform specificAppID leaf indicates the platform specific

application identifier associated with the IP Flow description.

[0062] - Occurrence: One

[0063] ~Format: chr

[0064] Access Types: Get, Replace

[0065] - Values: <AppID>

[0066] The value of Ap D is a character string associated with a given

application. The platform specific application identifier uniquely

identifies the application within the UE for the given platform.

As an example, the application identifier can take the form

com.organization .app-name.

[0067] In another example, the ISRP nodes are defined for use under the

ForNonSeamlessOffioad node 452, in connection with definitions for App-ID

node 454, Platform node 456, PlatfoiiiiApps node 458, and

Platform specificAppID node 460. The definition of these nodes may be

provided as follows:



[0068] Node: <X>/ISRP/<X>/ForNonSeamlessQffioa(t/<X>/1PFlow/

<X>/App-ID

[0069] This interior node acts as a placeholder for an IPFlow

identification based through applicationlD. The absence of this

leaf may be used to indicate th at the application identifier is not

examined when matchmg packets against the IP flow description

of the rule.

[0070] - Occurrence: ZeroOrOne

[0071] ~Format: node

[0072] - Access Types: Get, Replace

[0073] Node: <X>/ISRP/<X>/TorNonSeamlessOffload/ '<X>/

IPFIow/<X>/App-ID/<X>/

[0074] This interior node acts as a placeholder for one or more platform

configurations supported by the UE based on the information

contained in the UE Profile node

[0075] - Occurrence: OneOrMore

[0076] - Format: node

[0077] - Access Types: Get, Replace

[0078] Node: <X>/ISRP/<X>/ForNonSeamlessOffload/<X>/IPFlow/

-<X>/Platform

[0079] The Platform leaf indicates the platform that is associated with

the application identifier contained in the correspondent

P atform_spec ificAppID 1eaf.

[0080] - Occurrence: One

[0081] - Format: chr

[0082] - Access Types: Get, Replace

[0083] - Values: <Piatform>

[0084] The value of the Platform identifier is a string that specifies the

operating system or execution environment along with the

corresponding version information and the hardware architecture

of the UE. Further definition may be provided for the format and

values of the Platform identifier.



0085 Node: <X>/ISRP/<X>/ForNonSeamlessQffioa(t/<X>/IPFlow/<X>/

App-ID/<X>/PlatformApps/

[0086] This interior node acts as a placeholder for one or more

Platform specificAppID leaf(s)

[0087] ~Occurrence: One

[0088] - Format: node

[0089] - Access Types: Get, Replace

[0090] Node: <X>/ISRP/<X>/ForNonSeamlessOffload/<X>/IPFlow/<X>/

PlatformApps/<X>

[0091] This interior node acts as a placeholder for one or more

Platform specificAppID leaf.

[0092] - Occurrence: OneOrMore

[0093] - Format: node

[0094] - Access Types: Get, Replace

Node: <X>/ISRP/<X>/ForNonSeamlessOffload/<X>/IPFlow/<X>

P la b n n p p - · Χ Plai (bnn__spcci c p j )

[0096] The Platform_specificAppID leaf indicates the platform specific

application identifier associated with the IP Flow description.

[0097] - Occurrence: One

[0098] - Format: chr

[0099] - Access Types: Get, Replace

[00100] - Values: <AppID>

[001 The value of the AppID identifier may be defined as a character

string associated with a given application. The platform specific

application identifier uniquely identifies the application within the

UE for the given platform. As an example, the application

identifier can take the form co .organization. app-narae.

[00102] FIG. 5 provides an example illustration of a user profile node structure

500 (e.g., UE Profile node 312) communicated to the ANDSF server 4 using

an ANDSF MO. The UEJProfiie node structure 500 may be arranged to include

information characterizing the platform configuration of the UE that can be used

by the ANDSF server 4 for information provisioning. The UE_Profile node

structure 500 is updated by the UE at an appropriate time, for example after



powering on, or prior to establishing a network connection. The ANDSF server

14 is arranged to retrieve information from the UE Profile node structure 500

after the UE (e.g., mobile device 104C) establishes a connection with the

ANDSF server 114. The update of the information contained in these nodes,

however, does not necessarily imply any interaction with the ANDSF server.

[00103] The UEJProfile node stnicture 500 is used to define the UE

configuration and enable the UE to indicate its configuration to the network. In

order to cope with the multiple operating system support requirement, the

ANDSF server 4 provides the UE with policies containing the application ID

for the corresponding operating system running on the UE and the hardware

platform type in order to properly identify the applications. With the UE Profile

node structure 500, the UE provides the ANDSF with the supported operating

system and hardware configuration information to inform the ANDSF to obtain

or download the policies with the application-ID used by the supported platform,

and thus identify the application to which the policy refers.

[00 4] The UE may support multiple platform configurations. The platform

configuration communicated with the ANDSF server 1 4 may indicate the

applicable operating syste or execution environment along with the

corresponding version mformation. In one example, the ANDSF server uses the

user profile information from the UE Profile node structure 500 to establish and

communicate a particular ISRP (e.g., an SRP customized to flow-based policy

node tree 400 or non-seamless offload policy node tree 450) for use to classify

application traffic. The ISRP is used for only those applications that are

supported by the UE platform configuration based on the information specified

in the UE_Profile node stnicture 500.

[00105] The UE updates the nodes in the UE Profile node structure 500 so that

the ANDSF server 1 4 can read this information when interacting with the UE.

The mformation in the UEJProfile node stnicture 500 may be retrieved by the

ANDSF server 1 4 during an Open Mobile Alliance Device Management

(OMA-DM) exchange when the server reads the MO of the UE, for example.

[001 As illustrated in FIG. 3, the MO has a node (UE Profile node 312)

indicating the configuration of the UE and including the UE_Profile node

structure 500. The UE Profile node structure 500 specifies in detail the



hardware platform of the UE and the operating system or execution environment

used by or available to the UE. The update of the information contained in these

nodes does not necessarily imply any interaction with the ANDSF server 4 .

However, the MO enables the ANDSF server 114 to be informed about the

hardware configuration of the UE, the operating system and version of the

operating system installed on the UE, and other relevant UE profile information.

Based on this information, the ANDSF server 4 can generate and provide

specific application identifiers corresponding to UE configuration (and thus

customize particular ISRP policies to the specific application identifiers).

[00107] As a specific example of implementation, the following nodes and leaf

objects of the UE Profile node 3 2 and the UE Profile Node Tree 312A may be

provided under the ANDSF MO formatted structured node object 302:

Node: <X>/UE Profile/

[00109] The UE__Profile node acts as a placeholder for describing the

platform configuration information of the UE, and used to

identify applications and application environments for the specific

UE.

[00110] ~Occurrence: ZeroOrOne

[00111] - Format: node

[00112] - Access Types: Get

[001 3] Node: <X>/UE__Profile/<X>

This interior node acts as a placeholder for one or more platform

configurations of the UE.

- Occurrence: OneOrMore

[00116] - Format: node

[001 17] - Access Types: Get

[00118] Node: <X>/UE__Profile/<X>/Platform

[00119] The Platform leaf indicates the platform configuration supported

by the UE.

[00120] - Occurrence: ZeroOrOne

[00121] ~ Format: chr

122] Access Types: Get

- Values: <Platform>



[00124] The value of the Platform identifier may include a string that

specifies the operating system or execution environment along

with the corresponding version information and the hardware

architecture of the UE Further definition of the format and

values of the Platform identifier ma e provided, to indicate the

hardware architecture and operating system or execution

environment information to uniquely identify appropriate

applications on the UE.

[00125] Further specification for the fomiat of the UE Profile node or the

Platform identifier may factor specific hardware, operating system, or software

configurations. As an example, the Platform identifier can specify one of the

following values:

[00126] -Android on x86 on x86-based processors

[00127] -Android on ARM on x86~based processors

[00128] -Windows version 8 on x86-based processors

[00129] -Windows version 8 on ARM-based processors

[00130] -iOS on ARM-based processors

[00131] Although the preceding identifier example values are specific to

certain device implementations, these example values are provided for

illustration purposes and not for limitation. A variety of other device hardware,

operating system, and software implementation values may be specified by the

Platform identifier or other information in the UE Profile node structure 500.

These may include values specific to configurable, adaptable, or upgradable

hardware and software configurations.

[00132] In further examples, the SRP may be configured to manage an updat

policy used to provide an update of the distribution rales, including updates for

profile information for various UEs and UE applications.

[00133] Node: <X>/ISRP/<X>/UpdatePolicv

[00134] The UpdatePolicy leaf indicates the update policy for the ISRP.

The UpdatePolicy value may be used by the UE to determine

whether or not to request an update of its ISRP when the rule is

no longer considered to be valid by the UE. The default value 0

applies if this leaf is not provisioned.



[00135] - Occurrence: ZeroOrOne

[00136] - Format: bool

[00137] - Access Types: Get, Replace

[00138] - Values: 0,1 (0 indicates that the UE is not required to request an

update of the rules; 1 indicates that the UE is required to request

an update of the rules).

[00139] F G. 6 provides an example flowchart 600 illustrating a method for

establishing and deploying an application-identifying ANDSF policy. As

illustrated, flowchart 600 includes a combination of actions performed at the

ANDSF server and at the UE. How ever, it will be apparent that variations to the

following overview method may include corresponding actions and techniques

performed exclusively at the ANDSF server or the UE.

[00140] Flowchart 600 depicts operations for communicating and obtaining the

E profile information, including providing the UE profi le information from the

UE to the ANDSF server (operation 602) and determining the device

configuration information at the ANDSF server from the UE profile information

(operation 604). The UE profile information may be communicated in an

ANDSF MO object or in other data provided to the ANDSF server prior to

deployment of the ISRP policy.

[00141] Next, operations for determining the values of the particular ISRP

policy include updating the ISRP based on the device configuration information

(operation 606), and providing the ISRP from the ANDSF server to the UE

(operation 608). The ISRP may be communicated as a node of an ANDSF MO

object communicated to the UE The ISRP may be pushed to or pulled from the

ANDSF server or other service of the EPC.

[00142] The ISRP is updated to factor the hardware and software configuration

of the UE, but may provide multiple types of offload policy values to apply.

Determining the appropriate set of policy values in the ISRP may include

determining whether a seamless or non-seamless based traffic offloading is

occurring (operation 610). Upon selection of the appropriate set of policy values

i the ISRP, the application policy values for offloading may be extracted from

the ISRP (operation 612) (e.g., from the APP-ID node in the ISRP section

specific to seamless or non-seamless-based offloading).



[00143] Although the preceding examples were provided with reference to a

specific ANDSF server and policy usage in a 3GPP network, it will be

understood that the use and deployment of identifying application information

for network offloading may be provided in a variety of networks and using other

types of deployment mechanisms. For example, non-ANDSF structures may be

used to communicate ail or portions of the policy information for specific

software applications. Further, multi-mode user equipment may include any

device capable of communication on the primary carrier network and a

secondary offloaded network, including personal computers, notebooks and

laptops, smartphones, tablets, mobile hotspots, media players, and the like.

[00144] As described herein, various methods or techniques, or certain aspects

or portions thereof, may take the form of program code (i.e., instructions)

embodied in tangible media, such as flash memory, CD/DVD-ROMs, hard

drives, portable storage devices, or any other machine-readable storage medium

wherein, when the program code is loaded into and executed by a machine, such

as a computer, the machine becomes an apparatus for practicing the various

techniques. In the case of program code execution on programmable computers,

the computing device may include a processor, a storage medium readable by the

processor (including volatile and non-volatile memory and/or storage elements),

at least one input device, and at least one output device. One or more programs

that may implement or utilize the various techniques described herein may use

an application programming interface (API) reusable controls, and the like.

Such programs may be implemented in a high level procedural or object oriented

programming language to communicate with a computer system. However, the

program(s) may be implemented in assembly or machine language, if desired. In

any case, the language may be a compiled or interpreted language, and combined

with hardware implementations.

[00145] FIG. 7 provides an example illustration of a mobile device 700, such

as a user equipment (UE), a mobile station (MS), a mobile wireless device, a

mobile communication device, a tablet, a handset, or other type of mobile

wireless device. The mobile device 700 may include one or more antennas 708

configured to communicate with a base station (BS), an eNodeB, or other type of

wireless wide area network (WWAN) access point. The mobile device 700 may



be configured to communicate using at least one wireless communication

standard including 3GPP LTE, WiMAX, High Speed Packet Access (HSPA),

Bluetooth, and Wi-Fi. The mobile device 700 may communicate using separate

antennas for each wireless communication standard or shared antennas for

multiple wireless communication standards. The mobile device 700 may

communicate in a WLAN, a wireless personal area network (WPAN), and/or a

WWAN.

[00146] FIG. 7 also provides an illustration of a microphone 720 and one or

more speakers 712 that may be used for audio input an output from the mobile

device 700. The display screen 704 may be a liquid crystal display (LCD)

screen, or other type of display screen such as an organic light emitting diode

(OLED) display. The display screen 704 may be configured as a touch screen.

The touch screen may use capacitive, resistive, or another type of touch screen

technology. An application processor 7 4 and a graphics processor 718 may be

coupled to internal memory 716 to provide processing and display capabilities.

Anon-volatile memory port 7 0 may also be used to provide data input/output

options to a user. The non-volatile memory port 710 may a so be used to expand

the memory capabilities of the mobile device 700. A keyboard 706 may be

integrated with the mobile device 700 or wirelessly connected to the mobile

device 700 to provide additional user input. A virtual keyboard may also be

provided using the touch screen. A camera 722 located on the front (display

screen) side or the rear side of the mobile device 700 may also be integrated into

the housing of the mobile device 700.

[00147] FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating an example computer system

machine upon which any one or more of the methodologi es herein discussed

may be run. Computer system 800 may be embodied as the mobile devices

04A, 104B, mobile device 700 (from FIGS. 1 and 7), or any other computing

platform described or referred to herein. In alternative embodiments, the

machine operates as a standalone device or may be connected (e.g., networked)

to other machines. In a networked deployment, the machine may operate in the

capacity of either a server or a client machine in server-client network

environments, or it may act as a peer machine in peer-to-peer (or distributed)

network environments. The machine may be a personal computer (PC) that may



or ay not be portable (e.g., a notebook or a netbook), a tablet, a set-top box

(STB), a gaming console, a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), a mobile

telephone or smartphone, a web appliance, a network router, switch or bridge, or

any machine capable of executing instructions (sequential or otherwise) that

specify actions to be taken by that machine. Further, while only a single

machine is illustrated, the term "machine" shall also be taken to include any

coll ection of machines that individually or jointly execute a set (or mul tiple sets)

of instructions to perform any one or more of the methodologies discussed

herein.

[00148] Example computer system 800 includes a processor 802 (e.g., a

central processing unit (CPU), a graphics processing unit (GPU) or both) a main

memor 804 and a static memory 806, which communicate with each other via

an interconnect 808 (e.g., a link, a bus, etc.). The computer system 800 may

further include a video display unit 8 0, an alphanumeric input device 8 2 (e.g.,

a keyboard), and a user interface (UI) navigation device 8 4 (e.g., a mouse). In

one embodiment, the video display it 8 10 , input device 812 and U navigation

device 8 4 are a touch screen display. The computer system 800 may

additionally include a storage device 8 6 (e.g., a drive unit), a signal generation

device 818 (e.g., a speaker), an output controller 832, a power management

controller 834, and a network interface device 820 (which may include or

operably communicate with one or more antennas 830, transceivers, or other

wireless communications hardware), and one or more sensors 828, such as a

GPS sensor, compass, location sensor, accelerometer, or other sensor.

[00149] The storage device 816 includes a machine-readable medium 822 on

which is stored one or more sets of data structures and instructions 824 (e.g.,

software) embodying or utilized by any one or more of the methodologies or

functions described herein. The instructions 824 may also reside, completely or

at least partially, within the main memory 804, static memory 806, and/or within

the processor 802 during execution thereof by the computer system 800, with the

main memory 804, static memory 806, and the processor 802 also constituting

machine-readable media.

[00150] While the machme-readable medium 822 is illustrated in an example

embodiment to be a single medium, the term "machine-readable medium" may



include a single medium or multiple media (e.g., a centralized or distributed

database, and/or associated caches and servers) that store the one or more

instructions 824. The term "machine-readable medium" shall also be taken to

include any tangible medium that is capable of storing, encoding or carrying

instructions for execution by the machine and that cause the machine to perform

any one or more of the methodologi es of the present disclosure or that is capabl e

of storing, encoding or carrying data structures utilized by or associated with

such instractions. The term "machine-readable medium" shall accordingly be

taken to include, but not be limited to, solid-state memories, and optical and

magnetic media. Specific examples of machine-readable medi a include non

volatile memory, including, by way of example, semiconductor memory devices

(e.g., Electrically Programmable Read-Only Memory (EPROM), Electrically

Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory (EEPROM)) and flash memory

devices; magnetic disks such as internal hard disks and removable disks;

magneto-optical disks; and CD-ROM and DVD-ROM disks

[00 ] The instructions 824 may further be transmitted or received over a

communications network 826 using a transmission medium via the network

interface device 820 utilizing any one of a number of well-known transfer

protocols (e.g., HTTP). Examples of communication networks include a local

area network (LAN), wide area network (WAN), the Internet, mobile telephone

networks, Plain Old Telephone (POTS) networks, and wireless data networks

(e.g., Wi-Fi, 3G, and 4G LTE/LTE-A or WiMAX networks). The term

"transmission medium" shall be taken to include any intangible medium that is

capable of storing, encoding, or carrying instructions for execution by the

machine, and includes digital or analog communications signals or other

intangible medium to facilitate communication of such software.

[00152] Other applicable network configurations may be included within the

scope of the presently described communication networks. Although examples

were provided with reference to a local area wireless network configuration and

a wide area Internet network connection, it wil be understood that

communications may also be facilitated using any number of personal area

networks, LANs, and WANs, using any combination of wired or wireless

transmission mediums.



[00153] The embodiments described above may be implemented in one or a

combination of hardware, firmware, and software. Embodiments may also be

implemented as instructions stored on a computer-readable storage device,

which may be read and executed by at least one processor to perform the

operations described herein A computer-readable storage device may include

any non-transitory mechanism for storing information in a form readable by a

machine (e.g., a computer). For example, a computer-readable storage device

may include read-only memory (ROM), random-access memory (RAM),

magnetic disk storage media, optical storage media, flash-memory devices, and

other storage devices and media

[00154] It should be understood that the functional units or capabilities

described in this specification may have been referred to or labeled as

components or modules, in order to more particularly emphasize their

implementation independence. For example, a component or module may be

implemented as a hardware circuit comprising custom very-large-scale

integration (VLSI) circuits or gate arrays, off-the-shelf semiconductors such as

logic chips, transistors, or other discrete components. A component or module

may also be implemented in programmable hardware devices such as field

programmable gate arrays, programmable array logic, programmable logic

devices, or the like. Components or modules may also be implemented in

software for execution by various types of processors. An identified component

or module of executable code may, for instance, comprise one or more physical

or logical blocks of computer instructions, which may, for instance, be organized

as an object, procedure, or function. Nevertheless, the executables of an

identified component or module need not be physically located together, but may

comprise disparate instructions stored in different locations which when joined

logically together, comprise the component or module an achieve the stated

purpose for the component or module.

[00155] Indeed, a component or module of executable code may be a single

instruction, or many instructions, and may even be distributed over several

different code segments, among different programs, and across several memory

devices. Similarly, operational data may be identified and illustrated herein

within components or modules, and may be embodied in any suitable form and



organized within any suitable type of data structure. The operational data may

be collected as a single data set, or may be distributed over different locations

including over different storage devices, and may exist, at least partially, merely

as electronic signals on a system or network. The components or modules may

be passive or active, including agents operable to perform desired functions.

[00156] Additional examples of the presently described method, system, and

device embodiments include the following, non-limiting configurations. Each of

the following non-limiting examples may stand on its own, or may be combined

in any permutation or combination with any one or more of the other examples

provided below or throughout the present disclosure.

[00157] Example 1 includes the subject matter embodied by a method

performed at an Access Network Discovery and Selection Function (ANDSF)

server, for establishing application-based network routing policies, the method

comprising: obtaining user equipment (UE) profile information from a UE

profile node in an ANDSF management object, the UE profile information

specific to a configuration of a UE; determining an application policy for

offloading data to a secondary network for a particular software application

operating in the configuration of the UE; defining an application node within an

inter-system routing policy (ISRP) node of the ANDSF management object, the

application node providing the application policy for offloading data to the

secondary network; and providing the SRP to the E for implementation of the

application policy for offloading data to the secondary network.

[00158] In Example 2, the subject matter of Example 1 can optionally include

providing the ISRP to the UE for implementation by transmitting the ANDSF

management object from the ANDSF server to the UE, wherein the application

node includes a first application node defined for a flow-based policy of the

ISRP node and a second application node defined for a non-seamless offload-

based policy of the ISRP node.

[00159] In Example 3, the subject matter of one or any combination of

Examples 1-2 can optionally include obtaining UE profile information from a

UE profile node in the ANDSF management object by obtaining the ANDSF

management object from the UE during an Open Mobile Alliance Device

Management (OMA-DM) exchange and reading the UE profile node from the



ANDSF management object, and wherein the ANDSF management object is

structured in an extensible Markup Language (XML) format.

[00 0] In Example 4, the subject matter of one or any combination of

Examples 1-3 can optionally include a new application node included within the

SRP for each application of the UE identi fied for inclusion in the appl ication

policy for offloading data to the secondary network.

[00161 In Example 5, the subject matter of one or any combination of

Examples 1-4 can optionally include the UE profile information specific to a

configuration of a UE including information to identify a plurality of software

applications specific to the configuration of the UE.

[00162] In Example 6, the subject matter of one or any combination of

Examples 1-5 can optionally include the information to identify a plurality of

software applications specific to the configuration of the UE indicating one or

more of: software version, hardware version, hardware architecture, or operating

system.

[00163] In Example 7, the subject matter of one or any combination of

Examples 1-6 can optionally include the application node including an

application identifier, the application identifier used to uniquely identify the

particular software application operating in the configuration of the UE.

[00164] In Example 8, the subject matter of one or any combination of

Examples 1-7 can optionally include the ANDSF server being provided within

an Evolved Packet Core operating in accordance with a standard from a 3GPP

Long Term Evolution or Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE/LTE-A)

standards family, and wherein the secondary network is a wireless local area

network operating in accordance with a standard from an IEEE 802.1 standards

family.

[00165] Example 9 can include, or can optionally be combined with all or

portions of the subject matter of one or any combination of Examples 1-8 to

include the subject matter embodied by a multi-mode user equipment (UE)

device, comprising a transceiver arranged to perform communications with a

carrier-based wireless network and with a wireless loca area network; and

processing circuitry arranged to implement one or more application-based

network routing policies provided from an Access Network Discovery and



Selection Function (ANDSF) server maintained within an Evolved Packet Core

of the carrier-based wireless network, the processing circuitry arranged to

perform one or more instructions to: transmit, to the ANDSF server, UE profile

information including a hardware and software configuration of the UE; receive

from the ANDSF server, an application network routing policy for offloading

data of a software application arranged for operation on the UE, the application

network routing policy included in an inter-system routing policy (ISRP) of an

ANDSF management object; and perform offloading of data generated from the

software application to the wireless local area network in connection with the

ISRP and the application network routing policy for offloading data.

[00166] In Example 0, the subject matter of Example 9 can optionally include

wherein the UE profile information including information for one or more of:

software version, hardware version, hardware architecture, or operating system.

[00167] In Example , the subject matter of one or any combination of

Examples 9-10 can optionally include the application network routing policy

including a plurality of nodes for a plurality of software applications arranged

for operation on the UE, the plurality of software applications including the

software application, and wherein each of the plurality of software applications

includes an identifier specific to the particular software application and an

operating environment of the particular software application.

[00168] In Example 12, the subject matter of one or any combination of

Examples 9-1 can optionally include the application network routing policy

including a first application network routing policy defined for a flow-based

policy of the ISRP, and a second application network routing policy defined for

a non-seamless offload-based policy of the ISRP.

[00169] In Example 13, the subject matter of one or any combination of

Examples 9-12 can optionally include the first application network routing

policy and the second application network routing policy each including a node

for the software application including a plurality of varying application policies

based on the hardware and software configuration of the UE.

[00170] In Example 4 , the subject matter of one or any combination of

Examples 9-13 can optionally include the carrier-based wireless network

operating in accordance with a standard from a 3GPP Long Term Evolution or



Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE/LTE-A) standards family, and wherein

the wireless local area network operates in accordance with a standard from an

IEEE 802.1 1 standards family

[00171] Example can include, or can optionally be combined with all or

portions of the subject matter of one or any combination of Examples 1-14 to

include the subject matter embodied by a method performed by a user equipment

(UE) for implementing an application-based network routing policy, the method

comprising: providing, to an ANDSF server, LIE profile information for a

hardware an software configuration of the UE; receiving, from the ANDSF

server, an application policy for offloading data for a software application

arranged for operation on the UE, the application policy included in an ANDSF

management object and specific to the hardware and software configuration of

the UE; and operating the software application in connection with the application

policy for offloading data, by routing data in the software application to an

offloading network according to specifications of the application policy.

[00172] In Example 6, the subject matter of Example can optionally

include the application policy for offloading data including a first application

policy defined for a flow-based policy within an inter-system routing policy, an

a second application policy defined for a non-seamless offload-based policy

within the inter-system routing policy.

[00173] In Example 7, the subject matter of one or any combination of

Examples 15-16 can optionally include determining whether a flow-based or

non-seamless-based traffic offloading is available in the software application,

and selecting the first application policy or the second application policy based

on the determination.

[00174] In Example 18, the subject matter of one or any combination of

Examples -17 can optionally include operating a second software application

in connection with the application policy for offloading data, by routing data in

the second software application to the offloading network according to

specifications of the application policy, the application policy including a second

application policy for offloading data for the second software application.

[00175] In Example 9, the subject matter of one or any combination of

Examples 15-18 can optionally include the LIE profile information on a hardware



and software configuration of the UE being provided in a management object

from the UE during an Open Mobile Alliance Device Management (OMA-DM)

exchange.

[00176] Example 20 can include, or can optionally be combined with all or

portions of the subject matter of one or any combination of Examples 1-19 to

include the subject matter embodied by an Evolved Packet Core or like system

configuration, in wireless communication with a user equipment (UE) via a

primary wireless network established by an evolved Node B (eNodeB),

comprising: an Access Network Discovery an Selection Function (ANDSF)

server, in operable communication with the eNodeB, and arranged to manage an

ANDSF management object for controlling offloading of data traffic from one or

more software applications operating in the UE to a remote secondary wireless

network, and to exchange the ANDSF management object with the UE; a packet

data network gateway, in operable communication with the eNodeB and the

remote secondary wireless network and arranged to facilitate the offloading of

the data traffic to the remote secondary wireless network; wherein the ANDSF

server is arranged to perform operations to: access UE profile information

included in a user equipment profile node of the ANDSF management object, the

UE profile information specific to an operating configuration of the UE; define

an application node for inclusion in an inter-system routing policy (ISRP) node

of the ANDSF management object, the application node providing one or more

application-specific policies for offloading data for the software applications

operating in the UE, and the application-specific policies controlling offloading

to the remote secondary wireless network for the software applications operating

in the E; and provide the ANDSF management object including the ISRP node

to the UE for implementation of the application-specific policies.

[00177] Example 21, the subject matter of Example 20 can optionally

include the ANDSF server being arranged to perform operations to determine the

application-specific policies for offloading data for a particular software

application of the software applications based on a hardware and software

operating configuration of the particular software application indicated by the

UE profile information.



[00178] In Example 22, the subject matter of one or any combination of

Examples 20-21 can optionally include the hardware and software operating

configuration of the particular software application indicated by the E profile

information including information identifying the particular software application

using one or more of: software version, hardware version, hardware architecture,

or operating system.

[00179] In Example 23, the subject matter of one or any combination of

Examples 20-22 can optionally include the SRP node providing specifications

for flow-based offloading and for non-seamless-based offloading

[00180] In Example 24, the subject matter of one or any combination of

Examples 20-23 can optionally include the application node including an

application identifier, the application identifier used to unique!)' identify the

software applications operating in the UE wherein the ANDSF management

object is structured in an extensible Markup Language (XML) format.

[00181] In Example 25, the subject matter of one or any combination of

Examples 20-24 can optionally include the Evolved Packet Core conducting

operations in accordance with a standard from a 3GPP Long Term Evolution or

Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE/LTE-A) standards family, wherein the

remote secondary wireless network is a wireless local area network operating in

accordance with a standard from an IEEE 802. 1 standards family.

[00182] The Abstract is provided to allow the reader to ascertain the nature and

gist of the technical disclosure. It is submitted with the understanding that it will

not be used to limit or interpret the scope or meaning of the claims. The

following claims are hereby incorporated into the detailed description, with each

claim standing on its own as a separate embodiment.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A multi-mode user equipment (UE) comprising:

a reception component arranged to receive, from an Access Network

Discovery and Selection Function (ANDSF) server maintained within an

Evolved Packet Core of a carrier-based access network, an ANDSF management

object, the ANDSF management object including an inter-system routing policy

(ISRP) based on an operating system identifier (OSId) for an operating system of

the UE, the ISRP including an application network routing rule for offloading

data of a software application arranged for operation on the UE; and

a routing component arranged to perform offloading of data generated

from the software application to a secondary access network in accordance with

the ISRP.

2 . The multi-mode UE of claim , comprising a transmission component

arranged to transmit a second ANDSF management object, the second ANDSF

management object including UE profile information, the UE profile information

including the OSId.

3 . The multi-mode UE of claim 2, wherein the UE profile information

includes information for one or more aspects of the UE including a software

version, a hardware version, or a hardware architecture.

4 The multi-mode UE of claim , wherein the ISRP includes a non-

seamless offload-based ru e.

5 . The multi-mode UE of claim 4, wherein the non-seamless offload-based

rule includes a node for the software application including a non-seamless

offload-based routing rale for the software application.

6 . The multi-mode UE of claim 1, wherein the ISRP includes a flow-based

rule.



7 . The multi-mode UE of claim 6, wherein the flow-based rule includes a

node for the software application including a flow-based routing rule for the

software application

8. The multi-mode UE of claim 1, wherein the carrier-based access network

operates in accordance with a standard from a 3GPP Long Tenn Evolution or

Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE/LTE-A) standards family, and wherein

the secondary access network operates in accordance with a standard fro an

1EEE 802.1 standards family.

9 . The multi-mode UE of claim 1, comprising an accelerometer.

10. The multi-mode UE of claim 1, comprising:

a first transceiver arranged to communicate with the carrier-based access

network; and

a second transceiver arranged to communicate with the secondary access

network.

1 . A method, performed at an Access Network Discovery and Selection

Function (ANDSF) server, for establishing an application-based network routing

policy, the method comprising:

obtaining, from a UE profile node in a first ANDSF management object,

an operating system identifier (OSId) for an operating system of user equipment

(UE);

determining, based on the OSId, an application policy for offloading data

from a primary access network to a secondary access network for a software

application arranged to operate on the UE;

defining an application node within an inter-system routing policy

(ISRP) node of a second ANDSF management object, the application node

including the application policy for offloading data to the secondary access

network; and

providing the second ANDSF management object to the LIE.



The method of claim 11, wherein the ISRP node includes a flow-based

rule.

13. The method of claim 1, wherein the SRP node includes a non-seamless

offload-based rule.

14. The method of claim , wherein obtaining the OSId includes obtaining

the first ANDSF management object from the UE during an Open Mobile

Alliance Device Management (OMA-DM) exchange.

15. The method of claim 1 , wherein the first ANDSF management object

and the second ANDSF management object are structured in an extensible

Markup Language (XML) format

16. The method of claim 1 , wherein a distinct application node is included

within the ISRP node for each application of the UE identified for inclusion in

the application policy for offloading data to the secondary access network.

17. The method of claim 1, wherein the application node includes an

application identifier that unique!)' identifies the software application.

8. The method of claim , wherein the ANDSF server is provided within

an Evolved Packet Core operating in accordance with a standard from a 3GPP

Long Term Evolution or Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE/LTE-A)

standards family, and wherein the secondary access network is a wireless local

area network operating in accordance with a standard from an IEEE 802.1

standards family.



9. A machine-readable medium including an Access Network Discovery

and Selection Function (ANDSF) management object, the ANDSF management

object comprising:

a user equipment (UE) profile node including an operating system

identifier (OSId) node; and

an inter-system routing policy (ISRP) node including an application rale

for UE data offload from a primary access network to a secondary access

network.

20. The machine -readable medium of claim , wherein the ISRP node

includes a non-seamless offload node.

21. The machine -readable medium of claim 20, wherein the non-seamless

offload node includes an OS d node.

22. The mac ine-readable medium of claim 19, wherein the SRP node

includes a flow-based node.

23. The machine -readable medium of claim 9, wherein the flow -based node

includes an OSId node.

24. The machine -readable medium of claim 19, wherein the ANDSF

management object is in an extensible Markup Language (XM L) format.
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